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Un;ted Press

c
35
1st

,ers

1

69,

15-1b. box $3.191
Whiting

pan

pound

ready, fiffets. lb.
10 oz. pkg.

The principal emptiness is caused
by the lack of great noise and
activity. We still have g ese and
activity, but the amount has been
cut considerably

65(
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RED RIPE

80c $1.59

2

FOR

19(

2 for 15c
17c
allfornJa leb. cello bag
2 lbs. 29c
Louisiana
39c
4
lb. bag 59c
Inesap. Fancy
OC
red, crisp. tender li-oz cello bar
2
for
25c
6-oz.
concentrated.
cans
Large Bunch

16 die

Zell

46

OZ

CANS

35c

19(

Dandy. quart Jar
a Sliced or halves

Beans or Peas 2

cans

Krafto g-oz jar 29e. 16 oz jar

2 It

Pore li'egetable

Error Gives Win
To League Leading
Union City, 10-9

Teenagers Cause
Subway Damage

The scripture reading will be
given by Rev. William McKinney
and the benediction will be given
by Rev. Paul T. Lyles.
Ushers for the service will be
Hal ',Houston, Joe Farmer Orr,
Bobby Nix Crawford, Jerry Roberts
Bill Wiggins. Bill Wyatt, A. W.
Simmons. and Bobby Workman.
Music for the t'ervice will be under
the direction of Mrs. R. W. Cartier.
Following this service Mr. and
Mrs. Maftriee Crass will entertain
the senior class with an open
house.

3 lb. can

1 lb. box
16-at hoe

Murray High Track
New Plans For
Commencement Team
Has Good
Scoring Record
Horse Show
Planned At
Are Announced
Douglass High

Fishing Will Be
Good On Lake
This Weekend

or. Cana45C

Sunshine. 16-oz cans

Nabisco

II']
1111111111110
111111111111-1

Calvert City
Chemist Talks
To Rotarians

Swann Parks
Honored With
Scholarship4

10c
10c
55c

leers ran

SULTANA

(
49

la os rms 23C

19 ounce can
isle Irish

Church with Rev. Orval AuFq:n
delivering the sermon.
Miss Shirley Jbyce Chiles will
play the processional and the
recessional, and the girl's chorus
will render two selections. "Ye
Watches and Ye Holy Ones" and
-The Lord Bless You and 'Keep
Hotel.
The Baccalaureate service will You". The girl's ensemble will
be held on Sunday night May sing "The Song My Heart Will
23 at 8:00 firn., at the First Baptist Sing"

The plans for Commencement
week at Murray High School are
complete according to an announcement released today.
The festivities will basin tonight
•
when the Junior-Senior dinner
dance will be held at the Kenlake

Committee To
Study Race Issue

29-oz.

2

Mobilubricafion

rrrs.

ted ... red ripe beflUties-7plUnap,

LB' AVG

so," Khokhlov replied through an
interpreter.
Subcommittee Counsel Charles
P. Grimes told Khokhlov the answer was not responsive and the
interpreter, Eugene S. Serebreitnikov of the Library of Congress,
stated it again.
Khokhlov answered this time
that he refused to murder "because I consider that murder,
assassination is a crime against
religion and functions."
The Russian came to the small
hearing room, filled to capacity,
under guard by two uniformed police officers. He sat alone with
Serebrennikov at the witness table,
but a subcommittee source said
plainclothes agents were in the
crowd for Khokhlov's protection.
Khokhlov, a captain in the terpolice
secret
Russian
roristic
MVD until his defection in West
Berlin in mid-February, said he
was sent to Germany to "liquidate" Georgi S. Okolovich, a leader
NEW YORK. May Hr (UP, —
an anti Communist
in the
Subway officials counted hundreds underground
comorganization
the
in
today
damage
dollars
of
posed of Russian emigres.
student
worst
the
of
wake of one
Instead of assassinating Oloaloriots in the city's history
Two transit attendants were vich, Khokhlov sought him out and
beaten, several subway stations told of the plot. Okolovich then
and cars were ransacked, and pas- helped him find sanctuary in the
sengers were thoroughly terrified West.
The NTS, Khokhlov said, is
when more than 500 teenager%
high "dedicated to carry out a revolua
rioted Thursday after
Russia and replace the
school fleld day was called off tion in
present regime with one that
because of rain
would be more free."
He mid he was trained in the
Forty-three telt/wee iacluding
19 girls, were sUediefed 15y a squad MVD section devoted to "diversionist and terroristic activities in
of hurrieday summoned police.
Oneele-yeesr old studere was held behalf of the Soviets abroad."
Under Glernee questioning, be
in $10,000 bail on disorderly conwere 'ernduet charges by a judge 'who call- said terrorist functions
of orders for the assassined on city officials to "step coddl- Pletation
murder of individual pering" youthful offenders who de- ation or
monstrate "such mass irresponsi- sons."

By RO.
.4spoodent
United Frew Sta.
WASHINGTON ii. - A Russian
secret police agent. tra.ned in
sabotage and assassination, said
today religious scruples caused
him to balk on a murder assignment and flee to the West.
Nikolai Khokhlov, a slight bond
young man in a heavy blue suit,
sat perspiring under television
lights as he told his story publicly
in so extraordinary session of the
Senate Internal Security Subcommittee.
Jenner RWilliam
Chairman
Ind asked Khokhlov "Why did you
refuse to carry out an assignment
to commit murder?"
"Because, as I understand it, it
is not permissible for a man to do

Full Week Of Activities To
Begin Tonight At Kenlake

By UNITED PRESS
A ninth inning error gave leagueleading Union City a 10-9 derision.
over Hopkinsville in the Kitty
League last night.
The Dodgers maintained their
2 1 2 game edge in the league when
The frog population at our house
a fielder dropped a fly ball hit by
has been halved. Two of the seven
Ed Allen with a man on third and
On Monday night May 24. the
year old's four bull frogs gave a
two out. Joe Fernandes and Clyde
super leap out of the big can they
Gifclair both hnmered for the graduating class will be guests
of Superintendent and Mrs. W Z.
Dodgers in the contest.
are in, and escaped.
flood caused when the Peabody
-Masip got credit for the win, Carter at a formal - tea at their
Joe
POLICE of Peabody, Maas., make their rounds in rowboats during
rains overloaded the dam. A
dam broke and let water corn. cascading through the city. Heavy
although he gave up five more hits home on Olive Street.
John Conger setting out some to(ixternationai Soliadphoto)
Large section of the city was inundated.
than his mound opponent, Pete 'Mr. and Mrs. Hugo Wilson will
Edgar has some
mato plants.
Harbold, who was tagged. for 10 entertain the class with a lawn
three feet high. ...
.0
party on Thursday night. The
hits.
of thee week will he the
climax
prohmeel
its
continued
Jackson
WorkFred
and
Loyd Workman
exercises which
t
Commencemen
champion
defending
as
spree
losing
of
Lont
the
man have painted
Gener- will be held in Murray High
winless
the
blasted
Fulton
their cafe green.
als 17-8. Jackson has now last School on Friday May 28 at 800
pm
16 games without a victory.
e number of folks pouring new
By Bobby Workman
Mayfield outlasted Madisonville
sidewalks.
Miss Dortha Parker, daughter of
The Murray High 1954 Track
6-5 with John Carcone getting the
Mr and Mrs. Hafford Parker will
team proved themselves this year
mound victory. Gene Koke aided
deliver the Valedictory eddress.
l'Ise midden passing of so many
as they were able to finish in a
the Clothier pitcher with a roundof 94.121 'roe
well known people in tcwn re"She isae'-on peerage
litree way tie for second place
tripper In the Mghtif hinters
her four years of high school.
minds us that this life is short
one
close
they totaled 27 points as
a
as
took
Owensboro
The Horse Show sponsored by
Baccalaureate exercises for Dougtook a commercial
regardless of whether you live
Tilghman scored 63 in the Regional the Murray High School PTA will from Paducah 3-2 behind the six- Miss Parker
lass High' School will be held on
course with electives in chemistry,
to a ripe old age or not.
who
Murray State.
Maisano
at
Dom
meet
of
Track
be presented on Friday night hit pitching
Sunday May 23 at 3:00 p.m. at
latin and civic She has been ever
Holmes Ellis broke two records June 11 at 7 30 pro The show struck out 15 Chiefs.
the Douglass High School gymnasactive in school activities having
low
and
Chiefs
The Tri-HI-T club at Murray
hurdles
the
high
put
in the
Frank Demicahele
was postponed from May 7 because
ium.
cheerleader, cheerleader
been a
keeping
been
hurdles
has
high
the
seventh
School
eran
Training
hurdles. He
ahead in the top of the
of rain
Rev L. E. Mosbey will deliver
bility".
Tri-Hi-Y president, on the
Under the heading of diversiona homerun. but Tony captain.
15 1 seconds and the low in
an account of the churce services
in
with
inning
after
of
shortly
Rev.
chairman
Ryan
with
erupted
Nat
Hughes,
sermon
or
the Baccalaureate
The not
a member of the
ist tactics, he put "preparation
to drive in two office staff, and
21.8 seconds.
attended by its members since
the Finance Committee of the Dubek singled
some 3.000 students from four high organization of explosions, sabo- E. A. Sutton givinz the scripture.
Society.
in the bottom National Honor
relay team composed
yard
88
Oilers
The
the
for
runs
November 15.
althat
today
2
tickets
schools were turned away from
tage. setting fires in ports and A chorus well render three selec- of Holmes Ellis, Marshall Garland, PTA said
Bill Mott will deliver the Saluto put 0 Yensready sold for the event are half of thet frame
scheduled field day in Van Cort- harbors and activities of that kind tions, "Guide Me Over", "Swing
tatory address He is the son at
The 21 girls who are members of landt Park in the Bronx because — destruction of different kinds of Low Sweet Chariot" and "The Lord Dale Alexander, and Billy Dale still good There will be from born ahead again. Gene Puckel
Mr and Mrs. R. L. Mott and has
Outland finished second and quali- forty to fifty horses in the horse was the losing pitcher.
the club have attended V73 servwar production, throwing bombs Is My Shepherd**
of rain.
at an average of 94 13 for the four
meet.
Paducah
Track
State
the
games:
for
fied
Tonight's
date
that
ices since
show and all classes will be filled
On Thursday May 27 the ComMost of the students entered the in various cities to produce panJackson; year course,
In the state Holmes Eats 'was he said
Owensboro: Fulton at
mencement exercises will he held
242nd Street Station in orderly ics."
and
Kentucky
City:
Western
for
Union
at
gun
big
the
Hopkinsville
Bill took a scientific course with
will be held in
Jeannette Huie is presider'. of the
The show
Jenner, only subcommittee mem- at 8:00 p.m at the high school.
fashion, police said.
as he svon the high hurdles in the !Stadium at Murray Mob Madisonville at Mayfield
in Latin. French, and
elective,
the
of
club and Miss Margaret Campbell
read
member
Austin,
B.
opening,
A.
the
for
present
ber
A small group. however, tore
THE STANDINGS
a flat 15.3 seconds as the boy School and will be the night before
He has been the Latin
Typing.
deliver
will
—
Education
of
"frankly
is sponsor.
Board
saying
statement
a
down a gate, vaulted coin turnW L Pet. GB
from Lafayette who beat Holmes the annual North-South basketball
Club treasurer, a member of the
given a great the principal address.
stiles and mobbed their way into this witness has
14 4 824
last year finished second. Holmes
Union City
the
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will
Hi-Y club and the French fief:).
sesTharpe
elassic
G
closed
Billy
in
testimony
of
Miss Jewel Morns has a four
deal
5
waiting subway train.
4567
in the low hurdles
10
2';
luck
bad
had
Mee Ann Warren will play the
Judges for the show will be Dr. Owensboro
months old male puppy which she
sions which, for security t easens, Validictory address. "Youth's De- as he hit one and his stride
3
.625
6
10
processional and recessional at this
and Mrs E. C. Walters of Mayfield Mayfield
As the train pulled out of the he will not be asked to repeat cision". and Verble Gammons will
wants to give to someone as • pet
second
3'S
finished
600
he
6
9
as
broken
address was
service, with Johnny Wayne Stalls
The announcer will be Jimmy Hopkinsville
deliver the Salutatory
station, the uproar spread among in open session."
9 7 .563 4
_
behind the boy from Lafayette.
giving the invocation and Sam
Small of Benton and the ring Fulton ._
"Life's True Aim."
The pup belonged to Mrs. Char- more than 500 students lammed
6
10
.439
High
9
Murray
gave
7
wins
Crass giving the benediction.
W. Z. Carter. Superintendent of His
master will be Roger Christie of Paducah
lotte Cohoon who recentle moved into several cars. With the train
as
state
5
the
.250
in
12
4
sixth
points and
Madisonville
Superintendent W Z. Carter will
Paducah.
City Schools will present the
speeding downtown, the students
who
to Detroit.
Tilghman
rs
.000
16
0
they finished above
give an address -Your Final ExThe services of everyone con- Jackson
diplomas to the graduates.
knocked out
smashed windows
just got 6 1 2 points
aminations" Principal W B Mover
nected with the show are being
E. A. Sutton will give the
Rev.
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puppy.
seat
cushions
bulbs,
want
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you
light
if
call 43
since the protect is the
kill recognise nee honor students
tit-mated
invocation.
LawGov.
—
Re
FRANKFORT
and hurled them from windows
and Luther Robertson. president of
only project employed by the
will sing "Lift Every
chorus
The
he
today
said
Wetherby
W
rence
Our sympathy to Mr and Mrs onto the tracks
to
Association
Teacher
the Board of Flehreation will preParent
Voice". "Bells of St. Mary" and
The train screeched to a halt plans to appoint an advisory comBill Nall. Their son Billy was hit
sent the diplomas.
raise money
"My Sun"
Suthe
effect
the
study
to
mittee
by an automobile the other day. several times as the rioters yanked
Money received from the horse
The graduates are as fsillowe
outlaw
on emergency brake cords. During preme Courts decision to
A mixed double quintet and a
Driver didn't stop.
show will be used by the PTA to
the public schools George Earl CatIletts. Verble D.
stops. tee rioters dashed out of the segregation in
girl's double quintet will give
protects
the
continue
Hornbucele.
and
further
Lou
Mary
Gammons.
school
Kentucky's
on
musical selectee/1s
train and grabbed candy oars trim will have
MT DAY FORM:CAST
now underway in Murray MO
Ida Belle McGehee, Leon Randolph
system
Ushers for this service will be
newsstands, police said.
Bess,e
Parham,
School.
Alvin
John
Miller.
deWetherby
At the same time
Fidelia Autin, Donna Lou Tuck,
show
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in
Dave
be
will
Perry,
horses
By UNITED PRESS
Top
Louis
Joe
Perry,
with
Mae
meet
clined an invitation to
Nancy Jetton. Mary Ellen Jarkrvin,
KENTUCKY —Temperatures for
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governors of other states to talk Ross, Jr., Billy Gene Tharpe.
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other
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Professor
Saturday
the five
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STATE
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school.
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average
trough Wednesday,
production manager
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senior class with Teddy Vatithn
E. Parks. junior mechanical
Swann
City
Goodrich Company of Calvert
near the semonal norma' of 68
Gov. Thomas B. Stanley, of Virvice-president. Jo Ann Shell is
engineering major at New Mexico
was the guest speaker yesterday
ginia. saying it would be impossible
degrees Warmer over the weekand Joe Rumfelt. tresssecretary
College. will receive the
A&M
at the regular meeting of the
for him to attend the proposed
end. cooler Monday. and warmer
Achievement Scholarurer
Westinghouse
- - The etate meeting in Richmond, Va., on
FRANKFORT ti
Murray Rotary Club
Scattered
again by Wednesday
Monday's complete reeord follows: ship for the coming college year
Mr. Pfieffer gave an interesting
(Contented from page da)
showers or thundershowers likely Department of Fish and Wildlife June let
M A. Thomas. dean
37
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according
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that
predicted today
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Mexico
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Page
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opinion
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A&M Parks has an over all grade Kentucky
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from
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point
states
College.
admitted
Patients
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the next few days as water tem- fects each
He said that in spite of common
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peratures rise.
ideas, the chemical industry was
Mexico
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City;
8:00
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Parks
at
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committee
John
May
Mrs.
On Sunday
The recent cold weather cut to appoint an advisory
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class
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Allen Rose agreed that noise aril
activity does not double 'Sr triple
as one child is added or two are
added It is squared or cubed

Tube-25r
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With be and the smallest gone, it
seems that our household has been
cut in half.

15c
39c
59c

pound

Around
MURRAY

Five year old is visiting nis grandaddy at Paris this week.

49c
bacon *ms lb. 49c, sliced or pieces, lb. 39c
:11 super right 14 to It lb
49c
avg lb
59c
ilA&P super right shank portion. lb
(all meat) 1.1b.

Fresh Frozen golden Besselain

DAM BREAKS, POLICE MAKE ROUNDS IN ROWBOATS
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&
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Mum Sabotage Tells Story
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MURRAY POPULATION 8,000

Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, May 21, 1954

IN OUR 75th YEAR

75c
33c
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THE LEDGER AND Trani% MURRAI, KENTUCKY

TODAY'S SPORTS PARADE

THE LEDGER & TIMES
WATERS

eIIIIILISHILD ST LRIKIII2 a TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY, Ins
.:onsolidation of etut Mummy Lmiger, The CaLloway Tema, and The
etessa-Ilarald October 20, MR and tali West Keetuckian, January
U.

C

NEW YORK. May 21. elePi—The
talk among members of the golf
fraternity as they prepare for tha
US. Open at Baltusrol Jane 17-19
,s all Ben Hogan and Sam Snead
but don't be too surprised if it
mins out to be one of tee many
newcomers hitting the
, fairway
jackpot

and

wiLuAian, PUBLISHER

teterisd at the Post Office. Murray, Kentucky, tar transmiaMon es
Second Oka* Metter

OODS

TEl &INTL:ICILY PRESS ASSOCIATION
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO, IBM
Homo% Maisienia Teen.; MD Park Ave, New York; 307 N. Miclinew.
Chicago; 80 Bolyston St_ Boston.

as reserve

By Ben "Rovin
- .4111.1kAlu

right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor,

Lint t.:41.t.w.4 County Caimeasation Liter will nave its regular,
and prooabey mat meeraig tor the aummer, Monday eight at 7:30
pen. an the a:court !Worn or the Court House. It has been customary
e11148CRIPTIO4 RAT. By Carrier in Murray, par mesa Aare yea for tee chub to ducontidee the twice montnlyr inseungs
riming the
memo cee.- La i-4110oity wee asteening ei.saattUna, ye..yeea, 4444 eau summer months
or June, Jury and, August, resuming the meetings
.nare, 82J1u.
tale second Monday in September.
At tne Iasi meeting &emendate/its and re.eoeutions weie made
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to effect the possabuity of wunttn beesaning members of tee Sports
Club. Already aeveral memberships have been received by Paul
.A survey lilts JIASE peen completed oy Lase Apprentice- dutterweirt'h. the clato Sec., end these new members are expectel
to De auesplhe: et the meeting idoeuey. Anyone wishing to join the
snip vepartMent ox the Lapor,Dureau u,
club is MI to attend the final maeuns of the summer,
this
es Leusua
tieterfnul w'hy wages of 'skilled worsens are costing
ATTE.NTION
be mgn when compared with trivet tal other woraers. me
BOYS-(i1ELS
A Yeçy generous offer has been made several Umea
at the
lesuiLz inumate nigh nourty• wages do no; necessarily
Sportagian Club meeting by its presioent. Al Blum, ownei of
Irvin
Mean nign yearly *owe, also tnift iu many casts unsaill- Cobb Resort,'Me offers
to teach any boy or girl the fine art Of
leo workeis earn more per year than some who are iiign- salting, all one must do is go to the Cobb and ask for
Mr. Blum'.
He promised to make a champion out of those
iy
learning frem him.
So far, no one has taken advantage of this
wonderful opportunity
oricamasons, stonecutters, carpenters and others whose and 'we
think enough ,of .15lueres 'ability
hourly wages nave increased faster than the national av- tribUtion. He has equipment for those to give, his offer wider digthat dd net have their ow:
erage are stilt underpaid on an annual oasis because some and though _busy. will take time to see that you learn the
fundsmentals of casting, arid maybe, he will
even point out a boss lair
wilra as little as So percent of the time, and naafiy an,
for you. Here's hoping sane young
fellows and gals wilt make Al
are fortunate enough to work if/ percent at the working keep,hia
Pr.°Plise•
days in the year. e• •
•
strung 211 crappie. Rae Cable
me hignest paid skillea workers are still railroad enand 'party
no names or ingineers wno can earn an average 01 a40)90.00 a year and
dication of how many i caught
aura only al percent ot the working aay. And tne two
40 crappie In Bloody J P.
Morgan and a friend, fishing
steadiest, and constdeied 14 tar tii, iiu desiraule skilin Wildcat Creek, limited with
led trades, are yoi.tut iIvis artu
pe compositors In
60 crappie. Morgan %eat again
printing and puulisaing pietas.
the next day to wore 28 ea
01 every IOU peisulis
the crappie, twe short of the
c0,41110' all, are in the chitlimit for a second time In se
lian labor 'IOrce,
tfri tnew Were flldles, and only 5 were
many dare
4 Public Vote* mina weico ua our oprzuen are not tor trie oest uiterew
. -sat Caladalna

WHY WAGES ARE HIGH

e
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skilled. Practical., au aumen are craitsmen. Inc fastest giownig trade is airplane me
- Chanic, foliuwed closely
teieplione linemen, tool and. die makers, excavators,
roofers and opticians.
Vi rule the purpOse of the survey is to provide information fur those considering apprenticeships in various
crafts it also answers the question as to wny skilled Workers are so scarce. It also espial • wny the hourly rate of
pay in SO filgn tor some skilled wo ers.. And -the grownag tendency to divert as much pro a uction as possible,
even in the building trades, to the ass s bly line.
1‘ e Dave &jukes thought that there
mach more to
consider in appraising the value of a jo than the wage
per hour. Too ra4itiy are tempted to give p sausfactury
employment fur higher Wages only to duico% r annual income is no more tnan belore, sometimes less. The steel
wormers are probably on the right track an their itort to
increase their annual income, even it they nave to .uric
for less per hour. —

WHY ARE WE AFRAID?
IfAhe present generation ot Americans erre to try to
explain the difference between our present way of life
and that of thirty or forty years ago they would prat),
ably agree that "fear" has replaced a feeling ot confidence and security that is c.ne of the prime requisites tor
sappiness and well-being.
e are nut only afraid of other nations; we are afraid
of each other. Webused to feel we were at least as good
as anybody else on earth, and too many of us probably
felt we were better. '11e had a President named Theodore ROOse Viit who was largely responsible for us feeling
that way.
We had trouble, even then, with Central American
countries, but we certainly were never,atraid 01 them.
They tell us Russia is shipping arms to Guatemala and it
scares the day-lights out of us.
Germany did the same thing more than a generation
ago. Spain armed Mexico and Cuba but there probably
wasn't an American who didn't feel 'that we could lick
both of them with one hand tied behind our backs, and
Germany or Spain either, if they w.anted to fight.
We once knew an old preacher whose favorite expression was: "the world belongs to the impudent." We
think of him often when we consider who is running
things on the home front, in state, national and world affairs.
When we read about the showing Russian and Chinese
diplomats mike at Geneva we shut our eyes and think
about our own statesmen of the past, even back to the
days of Benjamin Franklin, and when we hear about
Maileukov giving orders to all and sundry we think of
Teddy Roosevelt.
The world really does "belong to the impudent." If
the greatest nation on earth isn't "impudent" enough to
seize and maintain world leadership can we blame
pee-wee like Malenkov for doing so. And if w'e as.sodate with Chinese Reds, and other butilre-rs, can we-hlame
them for being over-bearing and insolent?
And anybody who thinks fear may lead to peace should
«,mpare our war record since 1917 with the thirty years
•
prior to that time.
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This thought was put Ink, words
by Earl Stewart, the lequactous
red-head out ul Texas, during the
recent Patin Beach Round-Robin
when 'he said flatly:
"I don't think either Hogan or
Snead will win it. My guess is
that it will be somebody you never heard of."
The odds are prohibitiv, against
a complete unknown man lung up
to the payoff window in the "big
one," but it could be almost any
possibly such a one as Bantam
one of some 20 professionals—and
Bob Taski, out of Northampton,
Mass.
You'll be hearing a lot about
this 4ittie man with the big geth
in the next few years. tor Toski
proved this winter that he finally
had found the touch on the tough
pro circuit by winning such as the
Havana. Baton Rouge and Wilmington opens.

Auteheaci speed."
Brothers Encourage Him
Little flab credits his two brothers, Jack and Ben, both of them
home club pros who doe't make
the circuit, with 'Snaking" him.
"It's tough getting started in
competitive golf," he explains.
-They figured I had the game, despite nay small size. aiid they
bankeollea me. Let me tell you,
It's a rough racket physic,Ily, but
it's even rougher when you have
to worry about finance,"

MRS

Frneacaerr

Seceston. Mo, was fishing in Crap'.
pie Hollow with her husbar.d whea
she hooked into the crappie that
made her one of the *inners Tel
gether. the Goetz's boated 28 crappie that day.
The ether wiener of the Bait
Company contest was R. E.
Rinehart, Murray. was was
his
with
flaring
vatic
in
Bloody They took 17 crappie
in all the biggest rewardiag.
then wIth 2 dot_ minnowl
with %bleb le fish fee mere.
The leader thus far this week
in the rum rent week's ennten is
MRS, DAISY SHOEMAKER. Murray. who was angling with CARJOHNSTON
RYE
in
W Ideas
Creek. The ladies !Krung 18 crappie all total with the largest
weighing 1 lb. 3 me, whtch they
hive registered at the Bait Company.
•

,

CALTON Mt.:etL.A
and JAMIE
Gar To nr ROVING ON.
HARRELL. fishing in ta.: Patter-1
NeXT FRIDA1' OR!
son area on the lake, Wear 18
—
crappie and I bass during a sh Art
trip Mur.day. Harrell said that sev- FOR ATIILETEll FOOT
eral small bats were taken and USE A KERATOLYTIC
BECAUSE—
released, soma hitting the top
It sLOUOIRIS Orr the tainted outer
water Hula Popper plug. but that
skin to mcpbse buried fungi and
the keepers were not.to be found.
kills it drt contact. Get this
Rain halted the fishing tor them
srtcoNG. Iteratolytte fungicide,'
Patterson also yielded an agT-4-1..„ at any drug More. If noe
.nrtment of fish liar I eonard
pleated If.ONE HOUR."your 40C
'ei..d and f.rnest ( le. curer,
back. Noel. at Ho/land Drug C•
Jr. I Ines reported taking 7
crappie. I hrt am, anti Z bass.
Sec eral small bass seer taken
on the I.. A 5. Panfl. h and
Johnson red and a Site spoons
%%hi, h s,erp released
They
said that they dress their boat
up Alutig•ideS man, fishing a
ho nag
I. A• Runniaster,
a aiding the si..iTI0v, s Tle• fisherman had ••s bass onhis
stringer two of v. hi. h would
weigh up to three 'some's.
C:aek got it
Cyr,.
the re•
eieer. -week -when .1 W. 80con:mNs and MITCHEL I. AleSauer. Cub, 12. Kaiszewska Reds
PIANOS
NET!' reported taking 21 crappie
10; Resen. Ind.ans 9
Cyprus.
-being a relative $495 Buys this new Estey
Rues Batted
Musial. Card,
p Mer
yment of water often . Spinet Piano with full key41: Rosen. Indians 36. Beli. Reds
embapeaple think that its fish.
board and bench to match
33: .1:iblonski. Cal cis 32: Sauer, irg
— AMMER AN LIAM!' —
reialities slays out early in
Cubs 32.
the
season.
There
Is
haidly
a
Free Delivery Anywhere
G AB R H Pet.
Player /I Club
Row Moon. Cardinals 34: Mu. pia
ci, Kentue6 Lake where
Avaa. Cleveland 30 119 25 46 31117 Fiat. Cards 34: Sauer. Cubs 32.
Used Pianos $95.00 and up
If fiche d oftenenough.
e
fish car.
Rosen. Cleveland 30 110 1.3 42 382 Schwnittienst. Cards 32.
nit ivy taken, even the year . Some Small Ones
26 96 19 36 375
Boone, Detroit
HI: Jablonski, Cards 55; Mer- ✓ ood, •
— NATIONAL LEAGUE —
siaL Cards 47: Avila. Ineians 44;
iltIonel River and its favorite
Jablonaki, St. h. 33 147 IV 55 374 Schoendienst. Cards 46
set Ii
tiled actin" Nieto-good
808 South 5th St.
Filleidsig: Lemon, Indians 6-0:
fishing this last eeek. 0. 11,
33 128 34 47 367
Mucial. St. L.
Paducah, Ky. Phone 5-56521
rshelton. fishing in f ripple
Harrier. Phila.
30 115 1, 42 363 Raachi. Cards 5-0; !moat YAnk...
en
11,41..s
with
friends.
Home Rues: Musial, Card. 13;5-0: Padres
11111111111111111111
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MAJOR LEAGUE
LEADERS

I HARRY EDWARDS
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Toski proved how fat he had
come in winning the Wilmington
Open. He hardly remembers the
final round and was so sick with
a virus fever that he hardly could
play the last three holes. But he
finished grimly—and won it—and
then spent three days in bed.
That's the kind Of challengers.
young corners such as Toski, whom
Hogan and Snead will have to
beat off at heitusrol. It is to be
doubted that the chore could be
accomplished by a complete unknown, for Toski admits'
"I've learned more in two or
three years on the circue than I
could have learned in 25 years as
a club professional."

"4

..Here is proof enough that the bass are hitting well.
Russell Settle, of Indianapolis, Ind., caught this 4-pound
8 ounce smallmouth while with Harry Crocker on Kentucky Lake. Settle entered the bass in the Paris, TennesRyder Cup Bertha
But he's one of the twescore
like these make people from all
That makes him the leader a- young hopefuls who will be try- see Fishing Rodeo. Bass
for the fine fishing our
inong those _ striving for Ryder ing, and just about any one of over the U. S. come to Kentucky
Cup points and he already has them could turn the trick.
offer,
waters

banked a fat total of :12,000 this
year It went almost unnoticed in
Sneacrs magnificent victory in the
Palm Beach, but this Slime 27year old MAI, who now plays out
of the Cedar Hill Club in Livinaston. NJ., finished a fine second.
The flve-foot, eight ince
slugger
.ould credit his success to marriage, for since he becama a bridegroom in December he has been
playing like a giant. Two years
CRAPPIE CONTEST
Ago at Ardmore, Okla., he alMce,
WINNERS
The •MurrayfieHait Company had ruined his career when he did a
to divide the 5 dos minnow prize jack-knife off the high board at
for the largest crappie af e,he the club swimtrang pool and inweek three ways last week. Thrse jured his back. There will be no
fishermen rteported and Peoduced more such hi-jinks
as eviden
enemies we'eh I eg 1
"Tve even put on weight," delb 8 ga- The
Company will lightedly mules the tiny nmn
who
aw•afteLglillue.SMIJOSIA-ekiednell of
the winners, to solve the problem I weigh 130
pounds sou.*
of splitting 5 doe three ways.
But he hits the ball like a man
David Parker, Murray regwho weighs 230.
istered one of the whining
"It's probably due to more concrappies and reported taking
fidence." he explains. "I'm hitting
II others out of Blood Weer,
the ball 25 yards longer now than
o ttk nab whopper. Mrs.
when I first started on the tour.
Wheeler, wife of the Bait
Of course, I've had to lake a longompany manager said that
er backswing and generate more
David was aboistag years fall
and "the happiest he.)
ev; seek**. We would be Use
of
a ROY glib like

bet lifteel these
ciPe Re
II crappie irom the eater Ion
enough for us to .nap ere pie o lie
lure. ".aturdas aa.eek
and tery elle were Mimic out
Ly renhuret Resort. Jed we
happened to fish into the same
elms. in -week* they 'were Snored. We asked bow the)
doing and Benedict,
•Ltte ((allege tirade More
and shoe ate, lifted
ed es.
gest one wit go to 2
The
lbs. with several nice ores over
I pound hanging on the stringer
It was only about 9:30 -am when
Use picture Wet made. which len
plenty of time for the Wacitcliffe,
Ky. couple tu pick up the seat
of their limit. J. C. sait. that he
learned of the good fishiag while
a student at Murray State and ha,
been coming back to a favorite
sp.,: ale-. ,eica he left MArray.
THIS WEEKS REPORTS
The lake proper a here the
Tenn River used to be seem,
to he picking up sith some
fine c•tche, being reported.
nava are gie inc a.m, real
thrills nee, though some are
still being taken that are full
of roe, and the best fibbing is
yet to come
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FISHIN' IS REAL GOOD
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We are now at home
in the
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BERRY INSURANCE BUILDING
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202 South Sixth

1
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You are cordially invited
to see our

•

new offices

BERRY INSURANCE •
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TO BE SURE

ATTENTION
FARMERS!
I•
•••

)01% Available
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At Our New Bulk Plant On Railroad Ave.

Anhydrous-Ammonia

82% Nitrogen
The New Cheap Easy-to-apply Nitrogen
Increase your corn yields from 10 to 20 bushels per acre. Have 60 pounds
trogen applied cheaper than the initial cost of Ammonium Nitrate!
FOR APPLICATION
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CALL OR SEE

ELBERT HOUSTON
& SON9

STARK ERWIN

▪ •
Z
ir•

Murray, Ky.

Murray, Ky.
Telephone 958-J-1
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Telephone 829-M-2
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FARM CHEMICALS INCORPORATED
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LOCAL DISTRIBUTOR
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Herman K. Ellis
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S REAL GOOD

THirLEDGER AND TIMES. MURRAY. MTV=

Vears Ago This Week

MAY 21, 1954

Ledger & Times File

Ledger & Times File
May 18, 1944

TY TODAY
WEDDING PARTY IN 1904 AND SAME PAR

•
OLD
RIDGE/FIELD, Conn. (UP) —
Three times in the part th.ne
years residents here have dug up
cannonballs flied during a Revolutionary War battle in 1777.

20 Years Aio This Week
May 17, 1934
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inPresident asks 48 million for TVA. Aurora Dam
.d reports 1943 sale on Murray Tobacco Market
t.
sough
sum
in
d
,
,773,939 pounds. 1943 crop sells for $1,750,000 elude
won
The Vandevelde and Jones Drug Company teams
ary C. C. Farmer reveals average is $6.24 higher
y
Frida
ue
Leag
all
Softb
ay
the openiag games in the Murr
.942.
res
squad
ay
Murr
of
Bank
and
l
e Park Commission has raised $1725 to be applied night defeating the Rexal
ively.
the summer park program that will be put into opera spect
Miss
tary
uncement has been made of the marriage of
secre
Anno
on,
June 1, according to Mrs. Graves Hend
g
Youn
n
Marti
y
Henr
Mr.
Bronzie Nell Christenberry and
e board.
21.
ry
Janua
Ill.,
,
polis
Metro
in
ay for which was solemnized
r. and :firs. Esco Gunter have arrived in Murr
lines on
gramare
"Attention Mr. Motorist! See those white
Both
ives.
relat
with
ion
vacat
s
ree week
those
DE
INSI
car
Teach- Murray's streets. That means get your
grade supervisors in the Appalachian State
parkand
ic
Traff
de.
outsi
lines, not across them or half
College, Boone, N. C.
mn
colu
his
in
t
Lovet
Joe
,
says
lives"
Whit- ing carefulness save
heriff Carl Kingins and wife and Miss Frances
last "Just Jots."
bookkeeper for the sheriff, went to Frankfort
are the
All
year.
Mr. and Mrs. D. Holcomb of near PottertoWn
past
,ikend to report on their records for the
5.
May
day,
Satur
parents of a girl born at the home
records were in excellent shape.
er
summ
the
g
durin
nue
conti
will
outh, "Student employment
Teruo
William E. (Gene) Patterson of Fort Monm
as
oyed
empl
SURRENDER of Lu t•
Madge months, but not as many students will be
,
(above), Hukbalahap trader
., is spending this week with his sister, Miss
gmana
ess
busin
the
during the fall semester", R. E. Broach,
has been announced by
son, and other relatives.
(lsiter1satsois41)
called er of MSC, has announced.
nkfort, May 15—The General Assembly was
al sesGov. Simeon Willis late today to meet in speci
tional
educa
for
y
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e
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y
here Frida
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CHARM BEAUTY SHOP
Telephone 374

500 Maple Street

Because You Asked For It
HAIR FASHION FORECAST
just returned from
Eloise King and Edith Sledd Ipive
clazses under "Laura
Memphis where they attended
Author, styling
Meredith" Noted Flair Fashion

hair designer of New York.
Mrs. King and
modern

onia

ED• CARS

PEANUTS
1 243,724 by
:17S,
,5
'l!
CORN
(Iff
W001.
M4.

7,947

..r
b.•

63,573 lbs.

,

so*16'

Otelfeeenoe Board)
(Courtesy National 1e4ostr442
Inventory of
ment's
the govern
THIS CHART shows now much
TII, 1861, to Tab. 16.
Feb.
from
year
the
in
grew
farm products
the 1963
figure, with shaded bar
1954. Black bar is the 1954
s Is the only decrease.
tobaos
of
g
holdin
ment's
total. The govern

BUTTER

GRIEF-STRICKEN, James Gold),
smith, 20, (facing camera
In
leaves the Patino home
18Parts, where body of his
Isabella
year-old bride Maria
a casPatin° Goldsmith lies in
ctedly
ket. She died unexpe
to a
shortly after giving birth
four
premature baby weighing
Bopounds. Goldsmith and the
married
livian tin heiress were
whirlfive months ago after a
hip.
wind international courts
family.
despite objections of her
husband
When she. died, both
at her
and her father were
(internat(onal)
bedside.

on
Mrs. Sledd received instructions

hair designs including:

--V MURRAY
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the
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Rio as they examine
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d his service&
Mexico's blind, O'Dwyer offere
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Gooch And Baxter Welding Shop

a

MORE ABOUT - - YOUR MILK SUPPLY

and
1. OUR Grade A producers must have several thous
and
dollars invested in a modern spotless milking barn
about $1500 to $2500 worth on modern sanitary equip
milk
ic
electr
nes.
machi
ng
milki
ment such as electric
other items.
cooler, electric hot water heater, and Various

P
BUCYS WOOD WORKING SHO

Electric or acetylene.

AT YOUR FARM
WE WILL DO ON THE SPOT WELDING
NESS
BUSI
OF
E
PLAC
R
YOU
R BUSINESS
YOU
TE
ECIA
We WILL APPR

101

A

plant
The first requirement of any modern pasteurizing
y.
suppl
Is a high quality milk

-

If you're in need of any type of weld-

ing service CALL US.

1777-W or 8251 Nights
Telephone 1967 Day Time
P
East Main Street—Next to CO-O

SEE US FOR

Door
ca Tops, Book Ca-ses,
Kitchen cabinets, Formi
g
nizin
Moder
ts.
Close
in
and Window Frames, Built
Kitchen and Bath.

JIMT.11E BUCY
S. 4th at City Limits

CLEO BUCY

producer
3. The County Sanitarian collects from each it to the
sends
and
h
mont
each
once
milk
of
a sample
for complete
Kentucky State Dept. of Health Laboratory
in dairy
analysis. Any producer falling below a certa removed
and
ded
degra
is
ice
pract
ary
sanit
g
ratin and
from our list of approved Grade A producers.
t de4. In addition to the above, our own Field Agen helpcers
votes most of his time working with our produ
standard of
ing them to maintain, EVERY DAY, a high
quality for Grade A milk.
we as
We are proud of our Grade A producers, and
to have you
well OA our producers, would be most happy
interestvisit them. We believe your visit would be most
ing.
Take the children.

RYAN MILK COMPANY

Phan* 17119
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8 Cylinder, Ra$195.00

Dam*

hearted mood
11SENHOWIR is show* Ens lightPRESIDENT DWIGHT D.
off-the-cuff speech at as Armed Torres
brief
a
red
delive
he
just before
rthy seems" in tbe
He struck out at "unwo
Day dinner in Washington.
Americarte from more
divert the attention it
which
capital
's
ng to the
nation
Executive was orlously referrt
worthy matters The Chief
mention It directly.
oat
did
be
gh
althou
McCarthy-Army hearings,
s (tight), &airman
Rear Adm. Lewis I. Straus
With the President are
Gen. George C. Kenney, reand
sion,
Commis
(laternationel)
of the At-vole Energy
the Air Forces Aissociatiort.
tired. nrdonal president of

aervice_We.
pared to give you prompt satisfactory
ng fro.fn welding"
do all types of welding_Everythi

implements.
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00
•1.
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.111id
Add&

one-

month
2. Our producers plant is inspected once each
setup and
e
entir
the
rates
He
.
arian
Sanit
ty
Coun
by the
leaves rating
sanitary practices of each producer, and
sheet with him.

r to farm
a broken bicycle or a bursted car fende
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A
49 4-dr Deluxe' styleline,
C117.
owner

TehoP156ne 682

Phone 262
Murray, Ky.

we are preWe have new, modern equipment and

t
-110
,1100

have
The Sharpest 48 Chev, you
.
coupe
club
black
seen,
ever

es
Hugo Wilson Motor Sal
S. 3rd Street

Murray Lumber Co.

FOR BUSINESS
We Do All Kinds Of Welding

ati

ERWIN

all

No tax
51 Chew. 2-dr, A Ky. Car,
to be paid.

SPECIAL-1946 FORD, 2 Dr. Deluxe
dio and Heater for

OPEN

••••

with

radio, heat50 Buick, 4 dr. Special,
finish.
green
dark
iful
er, beaut

SCENES'
IKE DECRIES 'UNWORTHY

Individual Coiffure Designing

iv
40.

2 door

, heater.
54 Ford Custom 5, radio
go.
to
Overdrive, ready

Scissors - Razor Techniques

'e 60 pounds of Ni.
ate!

radio, heat53 Chew. Bel Air, 4 dr.,
car
new
er, next to a
, radio, heater,
52 Buick, 4-dr Super
ge
very low milea

-r

a

The Strip-Tease Cutting

m 46 to 48
We have One Dozen Fords and Chevrolets fro
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and foreign countries.
The next meeting will be held
June 21 at the church. Visitors are
always welcome.

Mrs. Ihigh Wilson was the hostess for the May meeting of Circle
11 of the Woman's Missiunaiy Society of the First Baptist Church
held at her home on South Seventh
Street.
"Lunchtime Around The World"
was the subject of the program.
Talks were given by Mrs. B. C.

LA PLATA, MD., authorities are
investigating death of Louis A..
Hicks. 34. war veteran killed
March U by what was believed
to him, been an automobile aocl lent. He ts shown with his
wife Dorothy Hicks' body was
exhumed (via _Arangt0.11 NA'
ffcZnal cemetery following a review of the case. Kicks died
after his specially equipped ear
ran Into the Ricks bungalow.
Later evidence indicates the
throtUe had been taped down
under the hood. Mrs. Hicks,
itlao in car, suffered minor
Injuries.
11stentatiosaid

Mrs E. C Parker Mrs Mavis
Morris gave the devotion.
Mrs.
C. Cornett, chairman.
presided and opened the meeting
with prayer.
Refresiunenta were served by the
hostess to the aix members and
one visitor.

a

na
Murray

tn

THERE'S

$$$

Malachi 4:16
A writing
man, Sir Walter
Scott.
Of books had gathered quite a lot
. But when
at last he came to die.. And
knew full well his end was
Pigh • • • Sir WAlter said ti144
to his son . . . "Read from the
book!" He asked which one
. . . The great man's dying voice replie
d . . ..
"There is but one that has supplied
. .. For
mankind's ills the surest cure ... The Bible, that

BURWELL $300.60
Wedding Ring $100.00
'

1s

FURCH

•11104111141410010114

111140.91

••••••••

Uysig.
The J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
MU=

Jewelry Store
113 South 4th St.
Phone 1934

You move ahead and up that long steep pull
in a silken, smooth sweep of almost effortless
ease—and the thrill your spirits get from such
magnificent ability ia a precious thing.

$$$

C•

Ronald W. Churchill. Ownee
"The House of Service Rine. 1M6"
3rd and Maple Sta.
!lime 7
illorral.y.

of Safety Power Steering. It comes from the
comforting feel of ample roadweight—brought
to feather-light handling precision by a new
geometry in front-end engineering.

And you realize, of course, that a wealth of
advanced high-compression V8 power—(the
highest horsepower in all Buick history, in

Y

More To Borrowing Money

ou've climbed hills before, we know.

Than The Dollars Involved ! !
Such As Promptness, Friendliness
And Efficiency.
You Receive All 3
At
FRIENDLY FINANCE
506 W. Main
Phone 1180

W',ALTER SCOTT
"A book of remembrance was writte
n
before him."

POWER like this?

of
:r

Zip 6001;1773

WISIMMEINVIK/WWIFIKAINWININ

Others on the program a ere
Mrs. Boone Lawrence. Mrs. Refire
Emir.. Mrs. Farmer. Mrs. Elroy
Sykes. and Mrs. Ellis. The program
entitled -Might of Many' was
based on the functions of the
Mayfield monary In both this country

ab

TODAY
and SAT.

Reverence — Sincerity — Dignity.
Econorqy

Circle II Has Meeting
In Horne Mrs. Wilson

I

an

CAPITOL

Hostess For Meeting

Mrs Wildy Fans led in prayer
following the opening 'song by
the group The scripture readin:
from Mark 4 was by Mrs. Hillman
Coles

4"eeepS

Saturday, May 2.11
The Alpha Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will meet
in the recital hall of the fine arts
building at Murray State Collett
at two-thirty o'clock.

siesulay, 2ar 114
The Protemus Homemakers c110%
will meet with Mrs.. Bekt Cathey
at one-thirty o'clock
• • • •
Tuesday, May 23
The 4.yW1 grieve Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs. u. u.
Kemp at one-thirty o'clock.

M.F. B. Outland Is

The Woman's Society of Christian
Service of the Martins Chapel
Me•hodist Church met. Tuesday at
the church.
to

Social Calendar -

Probe Vet's Death

Martins Chapel WSCS
, Meets AL The Church
On Tuesday Afternoon

C. 0/4111••

(.:01

•

Mr. and Mrs. James Cooper, brother-in-l
aw and sister
of the bridegroom were the only
attendants. The bride
chose to wear for her wedding an
aqua net dress with
white accessories and a corsage of white
carnations. Mrs.
.! Cooper wore a navy outfit with navy and
white accessories and a corsage of white carnations.
Mrs. Nance attended Kirksey High
School and has been
employed in--Detroit, Mich. Mr. Nance
attended Hazel
-Hirt -srirtert-lintris 1crn--rng3gert-tn
tilr . tf. They a
l et home on Murray Route Four

**Ira o•rria• 01 p•o• 5.150/
Si ••al urea! gw•n,s 4111.
(Wine C.•••••••••s•

PERSONALS 1.
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Timers sow Pall,
TA-reflisstanrnt - run in detail
. rub a lafilimeliastet
that prolongs year. and
%ran of Awns
Masi lard pattin ka•.- a•

FRIDAY, MAY 21, 1954

The Kirksey kitigh School FHA
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Andesson
sheld a luncheon at
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Morgan,
the and
Mr. and Mrs. Macon Erwin
0 Hotel on Tuesday.
Sr. and Mrs. Lon Adams, Mr. and
were in Madisonville and Dawson
Following the luncheon the
Mrs. Novill Pendergrass, and Mr.
girls Mrs.
rwin took gifts of candy and Mrs.
went to the ca,tuo of Mn.
Truman Turner were
A. D. anti
chewing gum to the patients the Sunday
Butterworth to spend the
night. at
guests of Bro. and
Outwood from the American Mrs.
Two homeroom mother& Mrs.
L. H. Pogue of Henderson.
Jail Legion
Auxiliary. The Murray Unit
Weaker and Mrs. Shannon
• • • •
SU& sends gifts
and the advisor, Mrs.
each month to the
Bro. Charlie F. Arnett and chilYaudall veteran
s at the hospital.
Wrathe_c. accompanied the group.
dren of Russellville spent Friday
• • • •
Girls attending were: Anna
with relatives in the county.
DoorMr. and Mrs. August Wilson
es, Barbara Doores, Anna
• • • •
Adams. spent
the
Julia"
weeken
Beach.
d
at lifaITIMittl
^^
Linda Beach. Glenas
Relatives gathered at the home
Cave and attended a district in- of
*Neat, Evelyn Darnall.
Misses Carlene and Altie Lamb
Barbara
surance meeting while there.
Washer, Marilyn Ursey,
Sunday in honor of Carlene's
Sonja
Greenfield, Wanda Robertson.
birthday which was on the 18th.
Marilyn Darnell, Delouse Crouse,
• • • •
Jane
Jones, Carolyn Fulton,
Stewart Payne of Louisville %Nes
Sharoa
Beaten, Sharon Gordon,
a visitor in the officer of the
•
Brenda
Young. Linda Lawson, Jo Ellie,
Ledger and Times Thursday. He
and
Threna Gray.
was formerly stationed with the
After breakfast at the
Navy in Murray in 1943.
cabin
• • • •
Wednesday morning the grniAP
enjoyed a boat trip. The jiffs had
Mrs. C. L..Sharborough has relunch in the pavilion of
turned home after a visit with her
Kentucky
Lake State Park.
daughter, Mrs. Joseph W. Fall
• • • •
and family of Chick:0. Ill
• • • •
Anchorage. Alaska, IS one 01 the
fastest growing cities under the
American flag. Its metropolitan
population has jumped from a
The home of Mrs. F. B. Outlaad
scant 4,000 in 1940 to 50,000.
OA North Seventh Street was
the
scene of the meeting of Cirole II
of the Woman's Society of Christian Service of the First Methodist
Church held Tuesday afternoon at
two-thirty o'clock.
Mrs. Lola Kyle gave the devotional pert of the program. Mrs.
C. Ray, chairman, presided at the
meeting A lengthy discussion was
held concerning plans for the new
year's work
Delicious refreshments were served by the hostess to the fourteen
persons present.
• • 4 •

-ro,t ,ilo's. of iliss
S,ie Beaman, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Beaman of Kirks
ey Route Two, and
-s"4 Mr. Joe Richard Nance, son of
Mr. and Mrs. P. M. Nance
of Murray Route Four,'wa& solem
nized by a Justice of
the Peace in Corinth, .tliss., on Sunda
y, May 9, at twothirty o'clock in the afternoon.

lial

a

Butterworth Cabin

N1:•
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The Iiirksey FHA Girls
Hold An Outing At The

Th8 lovely new

1A.ru

511.1

THE 1.1SpGER AND TIM,
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

4-"Mteatitt-Naace •Vows Read

J. N. Williams
Cnited Daughters ofchapter
the Con'ederacy met in
the home of
Km E. S. Fergus
on on Sharps
Street Wednesday
afternoon at two
thirty o'clock_
Mrs. W. P. Roberts,
chairman,
presided and opened
the meeting
with the Scripture
reading from
the tenth chapter
of John. Mrs.
A. F. Doran gave
the opening
prayer and Mrs. Roberts
led in
the salutes to the flags.
A recent number of
the UDC
magazines showing pictures
of the
proposed building in
Richmond. Va.
proved interesting. The
of Jefferson Davis life "tughlitilMfr
were gives
by each member present.
New officers are as
followzr
Mrs Fred Gingles, chairman.
Mrs.
A. F. Doran. fire vice; Mrs. J
D.
Peterson, second vice; Mrs
W. P.
Roberts. third vice; Mrs E. A.
Lassiter, treasurer; Mrs. Ray kern,
recording secretary; Mrs. Henry
Elliott, registrar: Atm J. D. Peterson. historian; Mn. W. Z. Carter
corresponding secretary; Mrs. D.F.
McConnell publicity.
The house looked most attractive
with blue containers holding dair.ty
rosebuds A dcasert course was
served. Members present were Mrs.
Tom Banks, Mrs. W. Z. Carter.
Mrs E. S Ferguson. Mns tied
Gngles. Mrs D. F. &lc-Com-wit
Mrs W P Roberts, Mrs. J D
Peterson. Mrs. Ray Kern. and
Mrs. A. F. Doran.

led

it
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You've come to many a long rise in the
road
ahead and tramped down on the gas pedal
to
make the grade.
But did you ever head a ROADMASTER
up a
hill—a 1951 ROADMASIVO

You

seem to sail when you touch off the
great V8 power that gives life to
this finest
of Buicks.
..,..•••••••••••

And very definitely, it comes from the eyecatching beauty in which you travel—the lookof-tomorrow styling that graces ROADMASTER
today—and with the spectacular new pano-

fact)—is the heart of this stirring performance.

But you also realize soon enough that your

ramic windshield that is fast becoming
die
mark of true automobile modernity.

tremendous satisfaction at the wheel of a
Ro A DM ASTER comes from more than great
power alone.
It comes from the instant response and absolute
smoothness of Twin-Turbine Dynaflow.
It comes from the velvety luxury of yob,. allcoil-spring ride. It comes from the super
b ease

We'll be delighted to aeat you at the wheel
of a new ROADMASTER-110 that you can drive
it, try it, feel it.
•

It costs you nothing to do so—and it can open
your eyes to the finest buy in fuse cars Coder.
,
Prop in, or call us this week:

CAN TO- SEE • STEEN • STOP mown
c..A.scr Yoke CMI-CNICA ar-ciogoitt

•v. train "
Ille‘"J

MAX H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
%peaks, Ambulating Service
Itesimee With Oxygen
311 N. 4th St.

Murray, Ky.

Phone

98

-THE FRLEN DLY FUNERAL BUMF"
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SALES ARE SOARINS
taloa. Ogunat for Ifiai Cm, quorlair of 1934
show Buick now outselling •rory Oho" car
is Asnorica iroospitono ew al•-•elhod
price rto•••.” •••••• look in.* Isla If yogi
wont H. boouty ond Mil by of th• yiNW.

MILTON SEILE STA1S f011 BUICK-Soo

•••

ROADMASTER
Oistom I1uIh by BUCK
WHEN BETTER AUTOMOBILES ARE WILT BUICK
WILL BUILD THEM

+1••<14,
'Li. •••P

DUBLIN BUICK COMPANY
607 to 609 Maple St.
..11.•••=g6

Murray, Ky.
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MONDAY, MAY 31, 1954
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FRIDAY, MAY 21, 1954

Moodily. lay $4
The Protemus Homemakers CIAh
will meat with Mrs. ikgt Cathay
at one-tkirty o'clock.
• • • •
ement of the
lub will meet
Tuesday, May 23
f the fine art°
The T•I'DA Cowrie Homemakers
State CoWise Club will meet with Mr& et
n.
Kemp at one-thirty o'clock.

And SAT.
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Yesterday's Results
resurgent Yankees who just won
11 23 324 81,
Pittsburgh
No games Thursday.
eight out of 10 in their first western swing, Cleveland, after losing
two out of three to the Yankees,
New York at Penis. ppd. rain.
compiled,• seven game winning Chicago at DetrOlt. night.
St. Louis 17 Pittsburgh 4.
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eczema
Wrather
for
Wonderful
contact.
leadership in that departrrent with
Side Square. you is our prayer.
ringworm, foot itch and other sur- pointment
South
s‘
inom:inahtrd
411-P•
ss
FI5W
face rashes. Today at Holland Drug Murray.
-Mr and Mr" Geronc Phillips 41. Rookie Wally Moon lived up
of
(j21c)
Co
to his reputation as the youngster
59
ll-Pedai
zpo mpdrilait
most lieely to take first year alltY•r IS Italy
Inlaal Pea= l•••• lea
Mk_
around honors by driving in three
........-•••_ •
•
.ce Ui
runs with a pair of sacri4
and irfrey'rfiite.
Poh•isky Wins First
Pit.her Tom Pohelsky breezea
Catam
Copment. Mt by Mks Rasa
Unlace..
Foote.
atni
Laatnbutod by
to an easy 11-hit triumph, his first
By
of the season and also drove .n
• .
four runs with three singiea.
the
reached
When she finally
This drawing Mastrates'event bask raise ha modern color-styling
Catcher Del Race drove ui three
YOUR TIME
want to. Take the car and go off
CHAPTER EIGHTEEN
two
past
well
was
At
your favorite manse again.
for the home. Printed here in black, the bright "accent color" on door,
runs with a pair of doubles. PoJOAN seemed not to hear. She Into the country to
silent
was
house
The
point
like. Be gone o'clock.
porch post and ponderosa pine window gives the eye • focal
holsky would have fared better
Just sat there, looking at Todd, her antique shops, if you
she felt
up tonight around her and for this
of Interest and says, -Welcome!" Wood windows can be painted
except for a
disappointment to deep and bitter all day. But don't turn
reckoning
out.
Real
be
the
in
must
Hunter
Mother
relief.
without a detailed list of the things
to go with any color scheme. The accent is the last color chosen
she could not end words.
Approaching the living room, three-run homer by pinch-hitter
colors.
you want to buy and their prices.and should be In cheerful contrast to the roof and siding
Phone 842
haste and
in
left
had
inning
"Darling, 1 guess 1 didn't say it
sixth
she
the
in
which
Ward
Mester!?
7"
Really
303 E. Main St.
mean that?
roof, the largest unbrokea
the
You
with
"Gott/
start
should
selection
Color
see,
You
breakthe stormy
right Let me try again.
after
disorder
foe
matter
thine
really
it
when
they
"Really."
surface on the house, Asphalt shingles are popular because
this is the thing. I'm responstble,
August F. Wilson, Mgr.
scene with Todd, she 'thought
the Pirates.
She drew back in his embrace fast
come in a wide range of solid and blended colors, both pastels and
now, not only for myself but for
that she probably should
herself
to
do,
you
"Yes,
major
face.
his
other
trim
one
and
studied
There was only
darker, conventional shades. The colors used on walls
you, too. I'm glad to be. Don't and
returned here first and tidied
you! But-tell me! Do you have
League game scheduled, between
should harmonise with the roof.
mistake me. I welcome the don't
up before going off on her hunt for
makFor
me?
Despise
me?
hate
the Giants and Preis at Philadelthought. But it dues make me conantiques. She had not even put
you say that 7"
By Ernie Bushmlliar
sider twice where maybe I only ing
away the margarine and milk. No .
didn't
you
And
no.
honey,
-No,
was soup by
considered once, before. And I
NANCY
coming doubt the margarine
was
I
anyway.
me,
Make
if
spend
But,
honestly feel we shouldn't
now and the milk sour.
to it myself."
that gift money, even though it around
did not care. She felt so
up one finger and laid so, she
put
She
Or
spend.
to
us
for
after her outing that
was intended
better
much
kiss.
to
his lips for him
yours, either. I think we ought to it on
could forgive herself for this
she
she
you,"
made
I
"I like to think
hang on to it all and let It be the
careless bit of extravagance. She
said softly.
start of a nest-egg."
calm and cool and happy. She
AU right, then, felt
witch!
"You
felt restored to herself once more.
-If you can call this place a think it,"
At the open door she came to an
nest!"
She wound her arms around his
halt In surprise and conThe words broke from h e r neck. "Why do 1 love you so abrupt
Everything had been
her will. She saw the much?" she murmured. "When sternation.
as
away. The card table was
cleared
face.
Todd's
on
surprise
shocked
you're really so horrid?"
folded up and put In its place, the
But she did not care. In a mo"km 1 horrid?"
crumbs had been dumped out of
mails
ment he would be leaving her to
and
"Nothing but snakes
toaster and it was standing all
go catch a bus to the city. In a and puppy-dog tails. Which, being the
and clean on the tray
moment the day would stretch be- interpreted into adult language, shiny
Even Todd's ash tray had
fore her, long and terrible, it they means you're tight-fisted and cau- stand.
emptied and.washed.
parted with hard feelings between tious and-and-oh, everlastingly been
"I might have known!" she said
them. But she didn't care. Rising woe" She tightened ner arms.
to herself with a sinking heart.
abruptly, she reached down with • "Promise me something ?"
She moved slowly into the kitchsoiled
her
take
to
shook
that
band
"Anything."
Here, too, mother Hureer had
en.
plate and carry it out to the kitch-Promise me." :411e begged, "not
busy. Not a dirty dish to be
en. Before she could touch it, always to be so right and wise been
The counters had been
Todd had risen, too, and with one Wel you? I couldn't live with you, seen.
the dish cloth hung up to
By Al Capp
swift movement had Jerked her to if you were. Go on a bust once in scoured,
and the Cbwels to dry. Joan
him and was holding her close. At a while and get down to my size." air
ABNER
LIU
Yes,
opened the refrigerator door.
the feel of his enveloping arms,
He hugged her.
the margarine and milk were
she burst into tears.
Afmr
11.
"Okay. You pull me down to there.
"I'm
"Oh, Todd!" she whispered.
your 812e whenever you think I'm
she saw the
that
then
was
It
sorry!"
sorry! I'm t-terriLly
lordly and righteous and need it
note propped up against the coffee
/1 ill •
"So am I. Listen, honey, we'll Now! Shower all over? Sure? cannister. Reaching for it, she
stabus
•
How about going to the
compromise."
read:
tion with the, then? lere'd better
"No. I-"
"Joanie, dear. I heard you go
, .
drive. I'm late."
-Yes. We'll compromise."
and when you didn't come back
out
the
her
take
I'S
all
idea!
neck,
good
"Oh,
his
in
She sniffed
thought I had better take care
I
then
liodde
she
off,
you
"No,"
drop
and
gone.
jalopy
suddenly
anger
things for you before they
said again. -It's--all right. I don't I'll go on out to Riverdale to the of
Don't forget this is the
know what was the m-matter with place where I saw that adorable spoiled.
day the Garden club meets for its
nie. I was awful! Because you're corner cupboard I told you about."
It's to be over
I-And I won't come back till annual turicheon.
right and I know it." She laughed
Gray Beeches Country club
suddenly up at him through her noon, she was thinking. I can't at the
I'm counting on you to take
tears. "S-somebody has to think face mother Hunter this morning. and
me there. Mother Hunter.
of dire emergencies! 8-somebody She has twisted me all up Inside.
"P.S. Les noon now and you're
has to be careful! 8-somebody has I'd never have fought with Todd if
not here yet I do wish you would
me
-oh,
Mating
her
for
family
been
this
hadn't
It
of
head
the
be
to
me know wben you're going off
dear, where's your hanky ?-and it up. By noon maybe she'll have let
like this. I elon't know how to
might as well be you. I don't want taken the hint and realize I someupsetting. Besides,
us las a I, Pe off-ea Me....•••
times have plans of my own for plan. It's most
11110 6.%YAW••••••••• Um.
the Job!"
would have loved to have gone
He laughed now, too, while he my days. Maybe if I do this to- 1
you."
with
futhe
in
big,
alone
his
me
let
with
day, she'll
dabbed at her tace
Joan stood very still while the
By Raistserni Vas Bores
clean, nice, tobacco-smelling hand- ture.)
• • •
hot wind of a familiar rebellion
3LAYS
ABBIE
kerchief,
coolness.
calm
her
all
Joan had • beautiful time the blew away
SORRY,il'AL - NOW THAT I'VE
"Thanks. I feel better. In fact,
was Why did mother Hunter ,have to
CAN THE INNOCENT ROUTINE ,
TOLD `104.1, YOU'RE AUTOMATICALLY.I feel all right. Really! Let's for- whole mornin g. The sun
anyway?
here,
up
snooping
come
BABY. YOU'RE HERE ON A
REMEMBER -YOU'RE
get the whole business. I just went bright, the air was golden clear,
IN
heard the ear go out and
and in her reconciliation with She had
MURDER RAP,' I'VE GOT A
off my trolley because-"
GROGGINS: NOWT)
114 AND YOUR
It She must
in
Joan
seen
had
pleasure
anticipated
Todd, in her
GORGEOUS PLAN
"Because why?"
YOU LIKE TO BUST
MOUTH IS
have. They had gone right by her
"Because I was thinking -well of buying long-dreamed-of furniTO GET A FEW OF
fe7/e;r2iii
OuTA THIS
window.
SHUT - OR
kitchen
unher
in
and
any
home,
have
their
to
for
ture
HEREOF
-we never are going
OUT
US
com?
had
she
that
SEWER
It was true
WE'LL SHUT surmoney, Todd. You said so your- expected escape from the close
WANT TO ENLIST
IT FOR
she pletely forgotten about the Garden
self. Teachers simply never do. So veillance of her mother-in-law,
-LECT
SE
OUR
to
IN
promise
her
add
luncheon
club
ed
YOU:
if we don't get things now when felt an vpsurge of light-heart
She
to
It
LITTLE
Hunter
mother
drive
to
t c:
it
we have, when do we? If you fol- joyousness. She went not only
she
have--but
?
shouldn't
SOCIETY
probably
Susinto
Riverdale but on further
low me!"
around in a had. So what? Surely there were
"leg, I follow you. I thought of sex county and then
to take
Clifton. At every plenty of people w9146)41„
t
that, too. Chat a why I said let's big circle to
minister's wife! All she had
the
copious
and
careful
took
she
nose
place
compromise. Now blow your
had to do was telephone someone,
interested
that
pieces
the
on
end
notes
me
before I go and smile at
used to before
before she knew it the just the way she
promise me you'll be a good girl her, and
sounding over Joan married Todd.
eers
wlestles
noon
today."
while I'm away
As to that last Ilne--1 would
It did not matter.
"Oh, don't be so sweet. You'll the country.
calling her have loved to have gone with you."
nothing
wars
There
again."
have me crying
knew that all flight: She
She would just get a sand- Oh, Joan
"Don't you dare. Listen, this Ls back.
to be reminded,
and a coke at some drug did not need
wich
out
Go
do.
to
you
want
I
what
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at her Weiler.
r'ai
prom, around -anywhere you store and return
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, SCOTT

of remembrance
before him."

Was

written

Malachi 4:16
A writing nian, Sir Walter
Scott .... Of books had gathered quite a lot
. But when
at last he came to die.. And
knew full well his end was
nigh . • • Sir NYNiter said t1144
to his sos . . . "Read horn the
book!" He asked which one
it man's dying voice' replied . . .
t one that has supplied . .. For
• the surest cure
The Bible, that

it
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Services Offered

. Churchill Funeral Howe
dd W. Churchill. Qwwee
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Standings
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INVESTIGATE BEFORE YOU BUY
IT MIGHT BE WORTH
The Wilson Insurance & Real Estate

ring. It comes from the
rle rood weig h t -brought
ing precision by a new

YOU'RE LUCKY TO
HAVE A BOY FRIEND,
NANCY --- I NEVER
HAD ONE

engineering.
it conies from the eyech you travel-the look.

graces ROADMASTER
spectacular new Imamt is fast becoming the
tie modernity.
at

the wheel
that you can drive

seat you at
;-so

do so-and it can open
buy in lux cars todsv
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HALF A LOAFER Is
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ON THE MOVE FOR THE BLIND

95 DRIVE-IN
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THE LEI/Wish AND TIMES,

MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Awards for Traffic Safety, quoted
National Safety Council figures
that II.500 pedestrians were killed
last year
-es
-"Of that total, almost a fourth
were children under 14." she said.
"Spring means that the mitortst
must be doubly alert." Mrs. Priest
pointed out. "Not only does spring
bring more cars to streets and
highways, but it is also a period
• CHICAGO — One of the nation's of greater outdo
or play and activity
greatest assets is its children. the by chAdren
Therefore. motorists
Treasurer of the United States shoul
d drive with extreme caution
said today
near schools. playgrounds. residenMrs. Ivy Baker Priest. speakihr tie areas
and other places where
also as a mother, pointed out that children
may congregate_
this month is -Child Safety Month"
"Always remember to expect the
and that motor vehicles kill more unexp
ected where children are
children every year than any concerned.
" Mrs. Priest warned.
disease..
"Watch out for children suddenly
Mrs. Priest, who is one of the darting into
the street in inirsuit
judges of the. 1954 Carol Lane of
a ban. or for the youn,ster
on a bicycJe or roller skates.
-JEMM,.Mffin;
"Be mindful of the fact that
every child pedestrian is a human
caution_aign; she said, -and youU
be doing your part to preserve
our precious asset — our children
FRIDAY,& SATURDAY — to enrich tomorrow's world.AN ENGINEER examines
Mrs. Priest has a long record of
cep mac
canal The crack first was disco
traffic safety activity,
vered in 1938. It was tiny
Prior .to
then,
"THE GREAT SIOUX
but
has been getting bigger and bigge
becoming Treasurer of the United
r. Now plans are being made
to
remove the rock from face of the
UPRISING"
States, she served as vice-president
hilla near the canal, 2.250,000
100 ILIND men, women and children
cubic yards of UT to forestall a possi
in technicolor
and &rector of the woman's diviin Italy are shown marching
ble slide.
(International)
from Florence to Rome. 135 miles,
starring Jeff Chandler madsion of -the Utah Safety Counc
carrying placards asking
il. well as members of women's ar.d
increase In blind pensions They
want to be present when
Bobby Buchanan
m her home state.
Faith Domergue
parent's organizations to
th•
Chamber of Deputies considers
beco
me
a
bill to grant blind perso
She urged individual women as active 'In traffi
ns a
.monthly pension of 15,000 Lire,
c safety in their Sue Cain
about $24.
eoseaunities. Stleh wbmen are eli- Carolyn Carraway
(isiterwapon41)
SUNDAY and MONDAY
gible to ent•r the 1964 Carol
Lane Shirley Cathey
la
fa -J falrOJIAwards for Traffic Safety
Dick Charles
-mtnlstited by the National Safet
y Charles Chilcutt
USL
U
CAP
Counc
il through a grant of
THE PICTURE
the Bill Cornett
Shell Oil Co. — which are
the Nancy Cotham
EVERYONE IS
•
nation's only awards to
recognize Sam
By
Crass
the achievements of women
TALKING ABOUT!
Ill the
Lawrence & Rickman
Rozene Dowdy
field of accident prevention.
A $1,000 defense bond and
a Charlotte Donelson
broil* statuette will go to
YOU CftE IRD(Pflil0E1
first Clara Edwards
41
place winners in both the indivi
If you NNE OtOR
- Ann Elkins
CARS
dual and group categories.
MOW
Three Holmes Ellis
honorable mention awards
are Edward Ferguson
presented in each category. Nomi
- Harry Furc
hea
nations are open through June
30, Shir
ley Geurin
1954.
Women interested in entering the Eleanor Greenfield
1954 Carol Lane Awards may
ob- Billie June Huie
tain additional information by writ- Janet Jetton
ing Alice C. Mills, Director
of Millie Ann Jones
6
Women's Activities. National SafeBobby Key
• ‘F..%••ty Council, 425 N. Michigan Me.,
r
WI SUM FletC
Ann Koertner
SONTAY
Chicago 11, Ill.
PAR(MIN g Charles Lash
111.EL MOT ucr PO$PiteHANOI
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Nice Neat Nix Cars

1953 Chev. Bel-Air four door, brow
n and ivory,
dio and heater, 8,000 miles_$1645
1
4153
Chev. two tone black and gray,
two dot)!
$1295.
1950 Ford four door custom V-8,
radio and heal
local car —$695
1949 Ford, two door Custom 8, radi
o, heater, wh
walls and overdrive_4595.
1941 Ford two door, radio and heat
er, nice car
$195
1947 Cadillac (our door black, Seri
es 62, white wal
all extras, --$695
1948 Plymouth, four door, black,
extra nice $395
THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL
1946 Chevrolet, four door—
$145

NIX USED CARS
Phone 1855 — Home Phone 1766
R E.
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Lee James
Bronda Lockhart
Frsnk Miller
Bill Mott
Continued Frees Page Owe
Marilyn Murphy
Anna McKinney
Immediately
following
Com- Suzanne Nix
mencement, the graduates will
go Betty Outland
to Fulton to catch the midni
ght Wanda Outland
train fo. a five day sight seein
g Dortha Parker
trip to Chicago
Joe Pat Phillips
The senior class roll is as follows:
Joe Rumfelt
Eloise Allison
Gene Sammons
Bettie Blalock
Shirley Seaford
Jane Blankenahip
Jo Ann Shell
Betty Bondurant
Wilford Sprat:fling
Jimmy Smith
Nancy Spann
Johnnie Stalls
Peggy Stiles
,Mary M. Street
Msirgaret Tarry
Paul Theobald
Harry Valentine
Junior Vance
Teddy Vaughn
nn Warren
Mary Helen Waters
Barbara Watkins
r.ene Williams
George Ramsey
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Yes. over 11410,000,000 was
spent In Kent

ucky it year through
the travel indueiry. Mars
a lot of dollars . . .
and it takes a lot
of

Roof leaking? A checkup may
reveal signs of wear in your home
brought on by age find rough
winter weather. It could be
expensive to ignore these warning

THURSDAY _& FRIDAY

Th• trcrvel industry Is big
business, and its betwoi
lts reach into
many communities

"HIS MAJESTY O'KEEF
E"
Marring Burt Lancaster

and reartude flow from it
Into many pockets.
Let's take care of the visit
ors . . . treat them right
ro that they
sal go away pleased will
return themselves and send
others to us.
Give them a inn nbon
sur• of true Kentucky hospi
tality.

COMMONWEALTH
OF
KENTUCKY.

f• •
•

costly. Be SURE of your insurance.

WITH EVACUATION of wounded from
Dtenbtsnpitu bins negotiated, Indochina warfare now
centers In the river delta
around
Hanoi, with strongest enemy
pressure concentrated near
Phu!,
(arrow) Action at Phuly threat
erui to cut rued between Eland
and port city of Haiphong. A
whole enemy division is at
Rutty.

Red Arms Landed

Murray Insurance Agency
Peoples Bank Bldg.Phone 601
40

R•preseldial
AETNA CASUALTY a SUI/ITY COMPANY
Of

Hartford, Conn.

Get more than you bargained for!

•••••1.

etianiassa
siosswass

--7)„‘,
)asSAAASsmA
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AF1,
THE U. S. haa alerted Latin
American nations that a "large
shipment" of arm.s from Stettin, in Communist Poland, has
been received by Guatemala at
Puerto Barrios (arrow). Recently an arms cache was found
by the Nicaraguan government
In jungle along its Pacific coast
,
and an unidentified submarine
was reported operating in that
muss' area.
(international)

sic%

underside of rt.of deck
boards should be carefully inspected for dampness. U the roof
Is old and leaky, petchIng is not
the answer, becaus other leaks
are certain to follow soon and
water may damage the infer
by
seeping down through the ior
walls
and ceilings.
A new surface of durable asphalt shingles can usually be laid
right over the old roofing for an
economical job which retains
the
insulation value of the worn mataziaL,

doing to keep these
dollars (lowing
..
Your state government
ins& that II is in a pcatnarshi
p with the
owners of hotels tomin
t courts. restaurants and
other businesses
that cater to the travo
is, and with the Kent
ucky State Chamber ad
Commerce and local
organizations to promote
th• trtrvel industry
and to servo those wise
want to visit over Kent
ucky
.
The Kentucky Division
of Publicity wages an
all-o
ut ccanpaign
to attract tousle*, Into Unlucky,
and its national adver
tising campaign has resulted in
an average of 120.000
inquiries from outai.
data tourists annually.
Through the Division of
Parks. your state gov
erns! liap_buill
a system of state parks
that are attracting ncrti
onal attend& and
aiding In bringing many
thousands of visitors into
Kentucky each
month.

.s

the lack of a telephone, this might, in
the case of an
emergency not only prove inconvenie
nt but very

Graduation

Patching Futil
When Old Roof
Starts to Lesik

IF IT IC G°
GOOD,WHY Do
THEY HAVE
-TO Cur
THE

Why take chances for a few dollars possible "savi
ng"?
You can "save" money by having your telephone
taken out and making calls from a corner drugs
tore
but this would be inconvenient and in case
of an
emergency might prove disastrous.
You might do without the service of an insurance
agent, too, and possibly "save" a few dollars
but like

447.,47 4,- 1•

49
1,
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NYLON-REINFORCED NECK can't sag!
Hanes is America's favorite T•shir
t
—size fast, highly absorbent, and
has a new whiter-than-white finish
.
Small, medium, large. Still

UNKLE NANICSEZ

NYLON-REINFORCED STRAPS and neck
make
this Hanes undershirt wear longer,
yet you
pay no more! Highly absorbent combe
d
cotton. F011-cut to stay tucked in.
Nes whiter than-white finish. "

A PERSON ALL ‘..tRAPPEO
UP IN HIMSELF MAKES
A HECK OF A LOOKIN'
PACKAGE.

LAKEVIEW
DRIVE-IN

SATURDAY ONLY
Double Feature Programa
CARTOON REVUE
and
"FORT VENGEANCE"
starring James Craig

This Ad Good For

$1.00
on cap and gown
Photograph
Week Of
MAY 22 to 29

SUNDAY & MONDAY
"BY THE LIGHT OF THE
SILVERY MOON"
in technicolor
starring Doris Day and
and Gordon MacRae

L9
11!MN
su POP:
Ak STREE
rfaPHOPIE 92

Mafia •:- KENTUCKY

Irt1011-REINF0RCED supporting seams
and
leg openings make Hanes Fig Leaf briefs
a bigger
buy than ever! Double-panel seat. Knit
from soft, absorbent cotton with new
whiterthan-white finish. Heat-resistant elasti
c in
waistband and leg openings.
.89

AND DID YOU VIER HEAR of
shorts with a
Nylon-reinforced fly and a
seamless seat!
Hanes Givvies are Sanfor
ized and bias cut
to g-i-v.e in the stretches.
2 styles in
solid white or stripes. 28-44.,
$1.030

To get more than you bargained
for
In underwear, the name's
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